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ABSTRACT

Microelectrode recordings from human peripheral and cranial nerves provide a means to study both afferent and efferent axonal signals at
different levels of detail, from multi- to single-unit activity. Their analysis can lead to advancements both in diagnostic and in the understand-
ing of the genesis of neural disorders. However, most of the existing computational toolboxes for the analysis of microneurographic record-
ings are limited in scope or not open-source. Additionally, conventional burst-based metrics are not suited to analyze pathological conditions
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and are highly sensitive to distance of the microelectrode tip from the active axons. To address these challenges, we developed an open-
source toolbox that offers advanced analysis capabilities for studying neuronal reflexes and physiological responses to peripheral nerve activ-
ity. Our toolbox leverages the observation of temporal sequences of action potentials within inherently cyclic signals, introducing innovative
methods and indices to enhance analysis accuracy. Importantly, we have designed our computational toolbox to be accessible to novices in
biomedical signal processing. This may include researchers and professionals in healthcare domains, such as clinical medicine, life sciences,
and related fields. By prioritizing user-friendliness, our software application serves as a valuable resource for the scientific community, allow-
ing to extract advanced metrics of neural activity in short time and evaluate their impact on other physiological variables in a consistent and
standardized manner, with the final aim to widen the use of microneurography among researchers and clinicians.

VC 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
International (CC BY-NC) license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0202385

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the available methods of accessing the nervous system,
the technique of microneurography has distinct benefits, such as being
minimally invasive and having high spatial and temporal selectivity.1

This electrophysiological method, in which a tungsten microelectrode
is inserted percutaneously into an accessible peripheral or cranial
nerve, is utilized in over 50 laboratories across the world to directly
assess neural activity within the peripheral nervous system, allowing
one to record the activity of postganglionic sympathetic axons supply-
ing muscle or skin2–4 as well as somatosensory afferents originating
from muscles, joints, or skin.1,5,6 In the following, we will first review
the main approaches and analytical tools used to quantify neural activ-
ity and study its effects on other response variables and then we will
introduce our novel toolbox. Crucially, unlike most available toolboxes
or custom software, our toolbox is accessible to novice users in bio-
medical signal processing. Furthermore, it increases flexibility for spe-
cialized analyses with no need of coding skills, decreasing the
computational time also for experienced researchers. In this context,
the toolbox holds relevance especially in the domain of sympathetic
microneurography. Its adaptability across diverse user backgrounds
and different recordings, to both multi-unit and single-unit data,
extends its utility beyond basic research, offering valuable insights for
future clinical applications, where understanding sympathetic neural
activity is of paramount importance for elucidating underlying patho-
physiological mechanisms and developing targeted therapeutic
interventions.

A. Toolboxes andmethods for microneurographic
data analysis

A brief summary of the existing computational toolboxes for
analyzing complex microneurographic datasets in human physiology
or pathophysiology is reported here. LabChart (ADInstruments,
Australia)7 offers a user-friendly interface and a comprehensive set of
tools for data processing and analysis, enabling multi-unit burst identi-
fication with extraction of key parameters, such as amplitude, duration,
and inter-burst intervals, and generating informative graphs and
reports, as well as allowing the analysis of single-unit data following
extraction of individual action potentials by template-matching.
LabChart is accessible to researchers with few coding skills but may
have limited options for customizing analysis algorithms or imple-
menting advanced signal processing techniques, restricting flexibility
for specialized analyses. Spike28 provides advanced features for proc-
essing microneurographic signals, including spike detection and

clustering. Spike2 offers a wide range of tools for spectral analysis, cor-
relation analysis, and other advanced analysis techniques.
NeuroExplorer9 is specifically designed for neural signal analysis. It
offers a range of features for analyzing microneurographic signals,
including burst identification, spectral processing, and correlation
analysis. While Spike2 and NeuroExplorer are excellent for spike anal-
ysis, they may have limited functionality for other types of analyses
commonly used for assessing neural activity and its effects at the sys-
temic level. In addition, they require coding skills and some important
investment in learning the software. Other software options for analyz-
ing microneurographic recordings include the ZOOM/SC software
developed at the University of Umea and the 662C-3 Nerve Traffic
Analysis System developed at the University of Iowa. However, these
programs are limited in their capacity to perform advanced postpro-
cessing analyses, primarily focusing on data acquisition, visualization,
and preliminary examinations, and lack open-access availability.
Among the open-source solutions, three complementary options are
APTrack,10 openMNGlab,11 and PyDapsys.12 APTrack is very specific
to data visualization and preprocessing with identification of action
potentials. openMNGlab presents a software customized for micro-
neurography data analysis. It is designed to load data from major data
acquisition solutions such as Spike213 and DAPSYS,14 facilitating data
visualization, fiber tracking, and feature extraction for subsequent
analysis. However, using openMNGlab for data analysis requires spe-
cific hardware instrumentation during the acquisition phase for data
format compatibility as well as a certain level of proficiency in pro-
gramming languages for effective utilization. PyDapsys addresses the
challenge of accessing electrophysiology data recorded with the propri-
etary DAPSYS system. By providing open access to DAPSYS-recorded
files and enabling conversion to commonly used open research for-
mats, PyDapsys ensures data interoperability, long-term accessibility,
and compatibility with other analysis tools. Nevertheless, researchers
may still face challenges associated with Python programming prereq-
uisites and some effort for initial setup in this scenario as well.

All these tools are focused on the analysis of axonal signals in the
peripheral nervous system, with single-unit recordings consisting of
sequences of action potentials of uniform amplitude and morphology
and varying temporal firing distributions. Here, we concentrate on the
analysis of multi-unit recordings of Muscle Sympathetic Nerve
Activity (MSNA) or Skin Sympathetic Nerve Activity (SSNA) as these
are some of the most common signals investigated.15 A conventional
method used for quantifying MSNA or SSNA involves counting the
number of multi-unit bursts generated per minute (burst frequency)
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or the number of bursts generated in 100 heartbeats, from the inte-
grated or RMS (root mean square)-processed neurogram.16 However,
this approach has its limitations, particularly in pathological conditions
characterized by elevated sympathetic activation, such as heart failure
or hypertension, where these metrics tend to approach saturation lev-
els (100 bursts per 100 heartbeats). Moreover, it loses much of the
information contained in a multi-unit recording. Other conventional
methods employ amplitude-based measurements from processed
microneurographic signals,17,18 but their reliability is compromised by
their susceptibility and dependence on proximity of the electrode tip to
the active axon, posing challenges for both intra-subject and inter-
subject comparisons. In addition, these measurements lack the ability
to distinguish between the recruitment of new units and increased fir-
ing of active fibers. As detailed below, our approach instead makes use
of the amplitude of the raw neurogram, containing spatiotemporal
information, to execute unit sorting or clustering.19,20 To interpret the
functional role of neural signals, it is necessary to study physiological
responses from the observation of action potential temporal sequen-
ces.21,22 For a long time, peripheral neurophysiology has been studied
with analysis of compound action potentials, time-locked to a stimulus
or event, or by assessing changes in firing; but, time-averaging meth-
ods neglect the information contained in the exact timing of spikes.
Thus, a viable alternative is to consider the precise action potential tim-
ing of interest composing the train of spikes, rather than losing impor-
tant information by signal averaging/integration. Along these lines,
several strategies (Fig. 1) can be used to extract useful indexes for

decoding the neuronal code, as briefly discussed hereafter. (i) Spiking-
latency: the position in time of a spike in relation to previous specific
events (i.e., ventricular systoles or touch contact). With this approach,
only one action potential is considered. Therefore, this index could be
sensitive to individual spikes that may originate spontaneously asyn-
chronously with other fibers in multi-unit analysis. (ii) Spatiotemporal
pattern and synchronization: firing of the neuron could be temporally
related to the activity of other units. Distinct patterns of spatiotemporal
activity could represent certain features of neuromodulation.
Synchrony may be important because it promotes temporal summa-
tion of the released transmitter, increasing the efficiency of transmis-
sion to the neuroeffector by enhancing coordinated activation of
post-synaptic receptors. (iii) Spiking-phase: the latency of a single
action potential could be assessed relative to a periodic oscillation. For
example, sympathetic postganglionic fibers could convey information
in the discharge phase relative to the cardiac cycle.23 An increase in
baroreceptor (type I) discharge during systole inhibits the excitatory
pattern of preganglionic nerves.24–26 This evidence supports the
hypothesis that the baroreceptor acts as a phasic forcing input that
entrains a central oscillator within the brainstem. Consequently, as a
consequence of lack of entrainment, a continuous shift is observed in
the phase between the cardiac cycle and MSNA recordings when baro-
ceptor activity reduces.

Physiological oscillations play a crucial role in various neural pro-
cesses, including peripheral nerve transduction and information trans-
mission.27 Power spectral analyses, including methods such as fast

FIG. 1. Different metrics for decoding the neuronal code respect to the ECG signal. In the first plot, the raw MSNA signal is displayed, revealing three distinct groups of identi-
fied spikes. The second plot features the ECG signal with labeled R-wave peaks. Various latency and phase metrics were derived based on these two signals. Latencies are
computed as temporal differences between neural events and the R-wave peaks of the ECG signal (e.g., Unit 1 to R peaks) or among different unit groups (e.g., Unit 1 to Unit
2). Phase indices are calculated relative to the RR interval of the cardiac cycle. These indices offer valuable insights into reflex behaviors (e.g., baroreflex), providing a nuanced
understanding of neural activity in relation to cardiac biomechanics. Importantly, these metrics can be easily extended and computed with respect to other oscillatory signals.
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Fourier transform (FFT),28,29 autoregressive (AR) modeling,30 and
maximum entropy methods,31 decompose time series data into fre-
quency components. While these methods may not account for
dynamic frequency changes, wavelet analyses32,33 are employed to cap-
ture transient fluctuations. Understanding the dynamics of physiologi-
cal rhythms and their response to perturbations is essential for
unraveling the underlying mechanisms and their functional implica-
tions. By using phase response curves,34,35 it is possible to quantify the
dynamic changes within the phase domain over time. This approach
allows for the characterization of phase transitions, phase locking, or
phase synchronization, providing a more comprehensive understand-
ing of complex systems. In the context of cardiovascular analysis, for
example, phase indexes take into account changes in the duration of
the heart cycle (cardiac interval), accounting for variations in heart
rate (HRV).36 Therefore, in addition to latencies, which are calculated
with respect to a single time event, phase response indexes consider
the dynamic characteristics of the reference inherent cycle. It is worth
noting that, despite their conceptual clarity, these methods are cur-
rently absent in existing computational toolboxes for analyzing the
activity recorded in peripheral nerves.

In light of this gap, we developed a practical framework, integrat-
ing solutions to address these requirements in our program. Moreover,
we integrated cross-wavelet analysis23 searching for variations in
amplitude and phase between signals (with different lag times).
Although the interpretation of these results may be complex and
require an initial investment, standardizing these metrics can pave the
way for new advanced levels of analysis, leading to neurophysiological
modeling and clinical translatability enabled by bioengineering
methods.

B. A clinically friendly GUI for in-depth
microneurographic data analysis

To address the limitations of the available tools, reported above, we
developed a user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) with open-
source computational core to assist researchers in advanced analyses of
microneurographic recordings. The application has been made publicly
accessible through a dedicated GitHub repository (https://github.com/
Neuro-Robotic-Touch-Laboratory/Microneurography-Toolbox). By
providing this software tool, we aim to empower researchers with a reli-
able and user-friendly solution for analyzing microneurographic
recordings in complex datasets. The toolbox is implemented with a
GUI, released in a compiled version, under an open Creative
Commons license. Simultaneously, the source code of the computa-
tional core is made available for the sake of transparency, flexibility,
and future upgrades and fostering collaboration and adaptation for
MATLAB users. Our GUI provides an intuitive, interactive, and acces-
sible platform for conducting advanced analysis tasks related to neural
activity within the peripheral nervous system. Additionally, the under-
lying MATLAB-based code can be upgraded and customized by users
with more advanced coding skills, allowing for further enhancements
and modifications. The GUI is designed for broad compatibility with
diverse acquisition systems, ensuring adaptability to various experi-
mental setups. In addition to flexibility and compatibility, another
seemingly contradictory strength is specificity. While existing software,
such as Spike2 and NeuroExplorer, are designed for general neural sig-
nals, we have fine-tuned and tested advanced capabilities of our toolbox
specifically for microneurography. Consequently, the software does not

require extensive parameter adjustments for spike detection, regardless
of the experimental setup and electrode impedance, ensuring consistent
analyses across different microneurographic recordings. Furthermore,
the use of this semi-automated program can significantly reduce the
time required to analyze each acquired dataset. Moreover,
microneurography-derived time series are extracted, including the
burst integral function, which can be further used for subsequent proc-
essing operations, such as spectral, time–frequency analysis or model-
ing. The software is suitable for both multi-unit and single-unit data
analysis and, by employing cross-wavelet analysis and phase/latency
response curves, the program quantifies dynamic changes within time,
frequency, and phase domain, characterizing phase locking, transitions,
and synchronizations and evaluating prominent effects on other physi-
ological variables over subsequent and previous cyclic events in multi-
channel recordings.20,37 The software testing encompassed a range of
experimental conditions, including studies involving breathing stres-
sors, such as voluntary apneas and periodic breathing, and chemoreflex
challenges, such as hypoxic-normocapnic ventilatory responses
(HVRs), and hypercapnic-normoxic ventilatory responses (HCVRs),
thereby elucidating the dynamic aspects of sympathetic transduction to
breathing disorders and chemoreflex challenges. Furthermore, the pro-
gram can extend to study physiological perturbations akin to those
encountered in established protocols such as the Ewing battery or other
reflex assessments, i.e., baroreflex with drug challenges (phenylephrine)
or ergoreflex.38,39 Finally, the program allows the automatic generation
of reports with outputs, graphs, and statistical analyses, eliminating the
need to use additional statistical software, which can be costly and
require specialized expertise. This feature facilitates access and interpre-
tation of results by various users and the standardization of reports con-
tributes to improve transparency, reproducibility, and collaboration
within the field of peripheral neurophysiology. Therefore, another
potential advantage of the program lies in facilitating data comparison
and archiving. Enabling traceability from experiments to analysis
enhances opportunities for data sharing and fosters better understand-
ing among researchers.

Alongside the article, in the GitHub repository of the toolbox, we
offer an informative video tutorial serving as a practical guide, effec-
tively showcasing the utilization of the software and its capabilities.

II. METHODS
A. Graphical user interface and dataset

We developed a user-friendly GUI using MATLAB to facilitate
interaction with advanced signal processing libraries and algorithms.
Subsequently, we created an executable file and an installer to enable
the use of the GUI application on computers without a MATLAB
license, requiring only the free license MATLAB runtime environment.
The software was tested using 35 recordings of MSNA data acquired
through a standardized technique described in the literature. These
recordings were collected at Fondazione Toscana Gabriele Monasterio,
in Pisa, Italy (Ethics Protocol Code: SNAP-HF - Study No. 16314).
Some anonymized test data, along with the code, are available on the
GitHub repository. Briefly, during the recording the patient main-
tained a semi-recumbent position on a bed, with the backrest inclined
at 45� and the legs horizontal. A cushion was placed under the knee to
achieve an angle of 30�–45�. After identifying the possible course of
the common peroneal nerve at the level of the head of the fibula, this
was confirmed by delivering external electrical impulses (2–10mA;
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Stimulus Isolator, ADInstruments). A sterile, insulated tungsten
microelectrode (20mm length, resistance 1 MX, Frederick Haer and
Co., Bowdoin, ME) was inserted into the common peroneal nerve at
the fibular head and an uninsulated microelectrode about 2 cm away
served as the reference electrode. Low-intensity electrical impulses (0.2
ms, 1Hz, 0.01–1.0mA) were delivered to optimize the electrode place-
ment in the nerve until motor axons were activated (evidenced by
muscle contractions in the foot without paresthesia) for values
�0.02mA. The microelectrode was further manipulated until observ-
ing bursts of MSNA, defined as pulse-synchronous and increasing
with a maximal inspiratory apnea. The electrical signal, adequately
amplified and filtered (20 000X, bandwidth 0.3–5.0 kHz;
NeuroAmpEX, ADInstruments), was digitized (10 kHz), recorded,
processed, and analyzed using LabChart’s specific functions.

III. TOOLBOX SETUP AND ANALYSIS

To begin using the toolbox, users should install and launch the
application “MNG_toolbox.exe.” The interface comprises several pan-
els, including Start, Burst and Spikes, Time–frequency analysis

(spectral and wavelet analysis), Modelling (correlation and stepwise
regression), Transduction analysis (annotate and transduction),
Report, and Acknowledgements (Fig. 2).

A. Start

In the Start panel, users can select the recording to analyze, which
can be in “�.ADICHT” (LabChart), “�.MAT” (MATLAB), or
“�.h5” (Hierarchical Data Format version 5, HDF5) format. The first
two supported file formats are both proprietary, and without the soft-
ware/license, data cannot be accessed or created. However, utilizing
open-source libraries, such as scipy.io.savemat in Python,40 allows for
the creation of MATLAB files. The latter is an open-source file format
able to support complex heterogeneous data. Instructions on the
MATLAB structure required for data storage are provided on the
GitHub repository, ensuring that data remain accessible across differ-
ent platforms. The toolbox allows for channel selection and the genera-
tion of a figure displaying the signals from the chosen channels. The
interface supports zooming and time axis modifications. Users can
specify or create the folder for saving output figures and files. After
selecting the file, users can choose the desired channels for analysis
and the display order of the selected signals. The start panel allows
optical inspection of all the selected signals, including markers, and
comments inserted during the acquisition phase (Fig. 3). Within the
start panel, the interval of interest can be chosen by selection of com-
ments made during the recording, entering timestamps, manual selec-
tion of specific signal attributes, or any combination of the above.
Furthermore, the app allows the selection of subintervals for statistical
comparisons within the interval of interest. Importantly, all the analy-
ses described below can be conducted separately for each subinterval,
allowing for statistical comparisons using parametric or non-
parametric methods such as t-tests (paired, unpaired), Mann–Whitney
or Wilcoxon, and ANOVA (also for repeated measurements). By

FIG. 2. Software macro-workflow with the six panels of the GUI: Start, Burst and
Spikes, Time-frequency analysis, Modeling, Transduction, and Report.

FIG. 3. (Left) Channels selection to subdivide the dataset to be analyzed; (Right) Start panel for displaying the selected channels with comments and markers (red lines)
inserted during the experimental session.
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switching from the start panel to other functions of the application,
several derived signals are calculated if the related fundamental signals
are selected. The derived signals comprise detection of R-waves in the
ECG including continuous heartrate and HRV, detection of peak
inspiration and expiration from respiration belt or spirometry signals
including calculation of continuous respiration rate, and extraction of
systolic, diastolic, and notch values from blood pressure signals, end
tidal CO2 values from CO2 signals, and minute ventilation from spi-
rometry flow signals. For artifact or interference prone signals, the
detected R-waves and peak in/expiration can be controlled and manu-
ally edited. The software enables versatility by processing the single-
channel neural data even in the absence of additional signals such as
ECG or respiration signals.

B. Burst and spikes

The Burst and Spikes panels enable compound and single-unit
analysis.

Burst analysis provides various standard MSNAmetrics based on
burst detection. Users can manually add or remove bursts as necessary.
The output consists of visual plots (Fig. 4) and an Excel file (Fig. 5)
with burst information. The raw MSNA neurogram is averaged with
time constant of 0.2 s, getting the root mean square (RMS) signal. Two
parameters predefined by the user are used to identify bursts: a thresh-
old and a time window. A burst to be identified must exceed a certain
amplitude threshold and remain above it for a predefined time. To
mitigate undesirable baseline variations of the RMS signal, for instance
due to the interference of external noise components, the signal can be
adjusted through the detrending checkbox. Based on burst identifica-
tion, various conventional indicators are extracted, such as burst fre-
quency, amplitude, duration, area or integral, and other derived
indices. In the burst panel (Fig. 4—top), the raw signal is displayed in
the first subplot, the processed RMS signal overlaid with green lines
indicating the locations of the ECG R-waves in the second subplot,
and a temporal series of each burst area calculated in the third subplot.
At the bottom, the distributions of the burst integral, burst amplitude,
burst duration, and inter-burst intervals are reported. The application
allows one to manually remove bursts that do not meet the criteria for
neural activity, such as short-duration artifacts or electromyographic
(EMG) interference from contracting muscle. In addition to generating
the plotted results, the software also generates an Excel file (.xls) with
different sheets in the corresponding analysis folder. A sheet in the
Excel file contains the following for each selected interval: number of
bursts, burst rate, burst incidence, the median, mean, and standard
deviation of the burst integral, burst amplitude, burst duration, RR
interval, heart rate, and HRV parameters (namely, SDNN, RMSSD,
pNN50, pLF, pHF, LF/HF ratio, VLF, LF, and HF). The other Excel
sheets correspond to inference outcomes of statistical hypothesis tests
chosen by the user.

Spike analysis focuses on the precise timing of action potentials
within the cycle of another oscillating signal. Users can choose to per-
form spike sorting or clustering, or consider all units in a single cluster.
The toolbox detects spikes, calculates firing rates, and visualizes spike
phases and latencies relative to specific events. By activating the spikes
sorting checkbox, it is possible to perform spike sorting using
Wave_clus algorithms,41 alternatively units can be clustered using the
spikes clustering option, or considered in a single cluster. Wave_clus
has been identified as a top-performing spike sorting algorithm in

comparative studies,42 and parameters were extensively fine-tuned and
tested with microneurographic data, contributing to result accuracy
and reliability. Spikes clustering consists in binning the amplitudes of
the three peaks in the detected triphasic action potential templates (the
main peak, corresponding to the hyperpolarization of the neuron, is at
the center), followed by a combinatorial approach to classify the
morphologies.

In each cluster, the firing rate is calculated both beat-to-beat and
within a 500ms temporal window. Additionally, the analysis involves
determining the first spike phase, average firing phase, and last spike
phase, all relative to the cardiac cycle. The spike analysis panel
[Fig. 4(b)] displays identified spike time events highlighted for each
unit in the first subplot, the raw signal with spike events, and firing
rate for the selected unit in the second subplot. The phases of the first
spikes relative to the cardiac cycle are visually represented by a circle
ranging from zero to two pi, along with the corresponding phase-
locking values.

C. Time-frequency analysis

The toolbox provides methods for investigating the dynamic and
spectral features of the recorded signals (Fig. 6). Users can perform
time–frequency analysis, such as wavelet transform or spectrogram
analysis, to explore the dynamic changes of signals and cross-
correlations in phase and amplitude domains. The spectral analysis
panel displays the results of a variety of methods for spectral estima-
tion, encompassing both parametric methods, such as autoregressive
(AR) models, and non-parametric methods such as the fast Fourier
transform (FFT), periodogram, and Welch function. Using the Yule–
Walker, Burg, Covariance, and Modified Covariance methods for AR
modeling offers a robust approach, considering different algorithmic
strengths and adaptability to various signal characteristics and noise
types.43,44 This enables the user to choose the most suitable approach
for specific analysis needs and signal characteristics. On the wavelet
panel, wavelet and cross-wavelet analyses can be performed, using the
wavelet coherence toolbox.45 Wavelet and cross-wavelet analyses can
be performed on signals acquired during the experimental session or
time series derived from previous processing steps. Cross-wavelet anal-
ysis can be performed with three different time lags chosen by the
user. Wavelet-based analyses provide the ability to compare the
dynamic behavior between signals in amplitude and phase in a
frequency-specific way.

D. Modeling

The toolbox offers capabilities for linear cross-correlations and
multiple regression between acquired or derived signals (Fig. 7).
Additionally, stepwise regression algorithms aid in the systematic
selection of predictor variables, facilitating the creation of robust
regression models. Users are provided with several preprocessing
options to enhance data quality and optimize the output models.
These options include selecting the time lag for each signal to be used
in the linear model, downsampling and applying a moving average to
each signal based on user-defined parameters and identifying and
removing outliers from the resulting time series. An Excel file (.xls) is
also generated in the corresponding analysis folder with the model and
regressors of the predicted variable.
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FIG. 4. Burst and spike analysis: (Top) Figure from burst analysis displaying the raw signal, processed RMS signal, and distributions of burst-based metrics; the raw signal is
displayed in the first subplot, the processed RMS signal overlaid with green lines indicating the locations of the ECG R-waves in the second subplot, and a temporal series of
each burst area calculated in the third subplot. At the bottom the distributions of the burst integral, burst amplitude, burst duration and inter-burst intervals. (Bottom) An output
figure from spikes analysis including the raw signal, identified spike events, spikes sorted shapes, and first spike phases for each unit relative to the cardiac cycle.
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E. Transduction

The Transduction panels offer annotation capabilities for differ-
ent physiological signals and evaluate the prominent effects of neural
activity on other physiological signals by plotting the response variable
associated with different neural metrics and tracking changes over spe-
cific time intervals (Fig. 8).

The annotate panel displays MSNA raw neurogram signal, beat-
by-beat arterial pressure, electrocardiogram, and respiratory belt sig-
nals with corresponding annotated markers (i.e., R-wave peaks of the
ECG channel and blood pressure end-diastolic/systolic peaks). The
Transduction panel displays pressure and heart rate responses to
MSNA spike-based indexes extracted in the phase and time domains.
The timing of the neural events is extracted from the MSNA signal
using the same method as the previous spike analysis and therefore
offers the ability to perform spike sorting or clustering or to consider
all spikes as one cluster. Spikes are then evaluated for their latencies
and phases with respect to the previous and subsequent R-waves. In
particular, the firing rate, the first spike phase, the average firing phase,
and the last spike phase are calculated across each cardiac cycle.
Important information on sympathetic regulation of the circulation is
provided by the pressor and heart rate responses to these spikes-based
indexes. The program plots the response variable (i.e., arterial pressure
or RR interval) for each heartbeat associated with a spike index and
tracks changes over the next and previous 10 cardiac cycles.

F. Report

The Report panel (Fig. 9) allows users to generate a comprehen-
sive report summarizing the analysis results. The report includes

figures, tables, and statistical measures obtained during the analysis
process. It provides a concise overview of the recorded data, burst and
spike analysis, time–frequency, modeling, and transduction analysis. A
significant feature of the Report panel is the ability to perform statisti-
cal analysis on the extracted metrics. This functionality not only sup-
ports in-depth comparisons within different subintervals of a single
dataset (intra-subject studies) but also extends to the comparative anal-
ysis across diverse recordings (inter-subjects or prospective studies).
The report is saved in PDF format to ease sharing and documentation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The open-source toolbox presented in this work provides a valu-
able computational resource for analyzing microneurographic record-
ings of neural activity within the peripheral nervous system. The
software encompasses two seemingly contradictory strengths: specific-
ity for microneurography and flexibility for further enhancements.
Moreover, it offers an intuitive user-friendly GUI, innovative metrics
for in-depth microneurographic data analysis while being a cost-
effective solution, in both financial and temporal terms. By offering
advanced analysis methods and user-friendly interfaces, the toolbox
facilitates the exploration of neuronal discharge patterns and their rela-
tionship with physiological responses. Its accessibility makes it suitable
for researchers and healthcare professionals with diverse backgrounds,
promoting collaboration and knowledge sharing in the field of periph-
eral neurophysiology, bioengineering, and clinical application.
Furthermore, future versions of the toolbox will include expanded
functionality for evaluating other systems, such as tactile sensory affer-
ents in other multichannel datasets.

FIG. 5. Burst and spike outputs: (Top left) The window of the app allows for selecting the statistical tests to compare different subintervals of the recording; (Bottom left) An
example of an Excel sheet with the statistical results and generated boxplots of the extracted metrics; (Right) An example of an Excel sheet with means and standard deviations
of the extracted metrics for different subintervals of the recording.
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FIG. 6. Time-frequency analysis: (Top) The spectral analysis panel displays the results of a variety of methods for spectral estimation, encompassing both non-parametric meth-
ods, such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), periodogram, and Welch functions, and parametric methods, using Yule Walker, Burg, Covariance and Modified Covariance
methods for AR modeling; (Bottom) Figure from wavelet analysis displays the selected signals, wavelet estimation of each signal, and cross-wavelet correlation with three differ-
ent time lags chosen by the user.
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FIG. 7. Modeling: users can optimize data quality and output models through preprocessing options, such as choosing signal time lags, downsampling, applying moving
average, and removing outliers. (Top) Linear cross correlation analysis; (Bottom) Linear regression and Bland-Altman plots with predictor variables selected by stepwise
algorithms.
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FIG. 8. (Top) The annotate panel displays MSNA raw neurogram signal, beat-by-beat arterial pressure, electrocardiogram, and respiratory belt signals with corresponding anno-
tated markers (R-wave peaks of the ECG channel; blood pressure end-diastolic/systolic peaks; inspiration and expiration peaks from respiration belt). (Bottom) Plots with
Pearson correlations between extracted neural indices (latencies and phases of the first spikes) and response variables (blood pressure and RR interval) evaluated in previous
and subsequent cardiac cycles.
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The toolbox can be customized and expanded by the user com-
munity, ensuring its continuous development and adaptability to
future research needs. Depending on the availability of supporting
grants, the toolbox will be maintained by the developers and additional
groups that may join this initiative.
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